QUICKSTART AND PROACTIVE ENGINEERING SERVICES

Optimize your network infrastructure

Professional Services is your key to simplifying your wired and wireless networks quickly – accelerating your network to the highest technology value in the shortest amount of time – and sustaining your value throughout your technology life cycle. Delivering designs that are scalable by building on deep experience, automation, and best practices, Professional Services ultimately position you to seamlessly integrate future technology evolutions.

Adding value at every turn, Professional Services analyzes what you have and how you can re-use or integrate these assets into a new role, while ensuring a smooth integration into your existing support systems. The Professional Services team can also develop a process or procedure that minimizes the risk of production outages during network migrations and upgrades.

**Audit:** Optimize your solution with Network Health Check services that identify Aruba best practices tailored to your environment.

**Architecture Design:** Leverage seasoned professionals to design and deploy technological innovations into your existing or new environments, with options for re-using/re-purposing equipment where possible.

**Migrate:** Quickly move your environment to the latest Aruba technology to ensure the highest levels of security and performance.

**Manage and Renew/Expand:** Assign your IT staff to more business-critical projects and achieve a “zero ticket vision” enabled through analytics and automation where Professional Services identify and remediate challenging situations in a proactive and predictive manner, increasing the availability of your solution while ensuring you have the latest technology and tools in your environment – year after year.

**FILL GAPS WHEREVER THEY MAY BE**

Professional Services are tailored to fit your specific requirements, regardless of where you are in the technology life cycle. Contact your partner or Aruba seller to find out how you can accelerate, optimize, and sustain your networking value.

---

Rapidly deploy Aruba Edge Services Platform (ESP) with QuickStart Services, providing audit, design, and deploy/migration services following Aruba best practices.

Optimize your ESP deployments across the technology life cycle and sustain your benefits with Proactive Engineering Services, providing technology management and easy renewal/expansion services.

---

ABOUT ARUBA GLOBAL SERVICES

Aruba Global Services simplifies and accelerates the network technology life cycle, enabling your network to scale with better predictability and cost-effectiveness. Whether you operate your own network and need to improve your IT efficiencies, or you want to offload some of the burden, we have the services you need to reach your goals.

Learn more about what Aruba Global Services has to offer at: [www.arubanetworks.com/services/](http://www.arubanetworks.com/services/)
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